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notlc! appmach, bllliNl 011 the disnl1llilllllllll concepls of IIt(', JJiSCT'f/c UnneHI Afcllwd, 

presented fOl' dynamic clYlck fJ1'OJlagalioll (LlIlIlysis. The mdhml is capable of allalysing 
pl'Ogre88ivc fl'aciul'ilig and fmglllenlalio71 br/Hwiou1' (IS well a8 po/cllli(/l pm;1 cracki7l!J 

.. ,.,,,,,,,,,ion8 cauSfd by Ihe 1H:wly (Twled crac/; .~idcs a1l(i St'!fl1lclIls. The mclhod is ap
for 7n('shcr/ pol!lgoll H!J.~/CT7I.'i in which ('(/ch il/(litJidll(l1 f(l('(' may be considered as 

pOlential con/aciol' ill thc cOli/ad dcleelio/! proccdurc. Th(' ;1II111ill(,I7('(', of a malo'iol 

is monitol'cd by all allisoil'Opi(' /JojJmall model. To avoid Ihe mesh depende7lcy of 
results, a bilil/{:al' IOI'lLi 8ojlellill.lJ 1I1l)(lrl i." aiso {!(loplu{ ill Ihili sludy 10 account fm' 

0/ enCI'!}y awl I'Cllisll'iIJltli()l1 of fol'c(S wl'lr'" ('alli,ul IlIe fO/'/l/alioll of (L C1'(u:k. A 
7'emeshill!J IIIctilOlI bas brclI (/cuelopfll 10 ,lj('olllririmlly model al} illtiividllal cmck 

splitting the elcmcnt, .';cpam/illg Ihe failed notie, rTc(lIing nclI' /lodes alit! (/ividi1lg the 
" ...nn/lnuring clemen/s lo 1I1'(',.';CI·!·(' I.he COIII]llltibilily rOlldilioll.~. flalso piay.<i an impodanl 

in avoiding excess distodi()n.~ of Ihe fini/e riCIII(,71tS i71 Ihe ";rillity of rl'aCkB. Scveral 
lTLW,,,,nt:lI. simulation,,, have been pnjonl1ed to a."..,e.';8 the ]lcl'forma7lct' of the proposed al-

which covers a variety of benchmark finite r/(,lIlclIl lest:,. "lauda/'d experimental 
and practical applications. 

: Crack Propagation, Contact l\[('('hanirs, Discontinllity, Diiirret(' Element Method. 

Introduction 

phenomenon of failure by cat.astrophic <Tack propagat.ion pos('s prohleills ill all appli
........VUOl, particularly ill the iH'rOSpace industry ill which safdy is of paralliount importance, 

where over-design carries heavy I}(·nalties in terllls of (,Xc('ss weight, Therefore. the 
opmcnt of reliable models for dct.('rmining the failure hehaviollJ' of growing auvanceu 
'als are vitally ililportant. 

simulation of arbitrary shaped componellts is tmuitionally performed by the 
element techniques, which is rooted ill I.he concepts of cont.inuulIl mechanics and 

is not suited to general fracture propagatioll and fmgmentation problellls, In contrast, 
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Figure 1: A Combined FE/DE model 

the discrete element method (OEM) is specifically designed to solve problems that ex
hibit strong discontinuities in material and geometric behaviour fl]. The discrete element 
method idealizes the whole medium into an assemblage of individual bodies, which in 
addition to their own deformable response, interact with each other (through a contact 
type interaction) to capture the characteristics of the discontinuum and to perform the 
same response as the medium itself. 

In this paper, some of the main aspects of crack initiation/propagation procedures by 
DEM are discussed. Testing some of the benchmark and practical problems will help in 
verifying the performance of the proposed algorithm 

2 Discontinuum Modelling 

Figure 1 shows a typical combilled FE/DE model for a plate subjected to an impact 
loading~ In a combined FE/DE method, the (predicted) fractured region is modelled using 
a discrete element mesh and the remainder or tlte specimen is modelled by a l'Itandard finite 
element mesh. A combilled mel'lh enables us to prevent unllecessary (011 tact detection and 
interaction calculations which comprise a major part of the aualysis tillle [2]. 

Material fracture may result in the creatioll of new discrete bodi{~s which are ill contact and 
friction illt.eraction with neighhouring hodies. A special remeshing algorithm is adopted 
to maintain compatibility conditions in newly fractured regions. 

From the computational point of view, th(· discrete element procpdme comprises three 
steps: object representation, coutad detection, and cOlltacL illt(·ractioll. The first two 
steps are closely associated to each otber and are wmally diseussed within the framework 
of the coutact detection algoriLlllwL III this papaer, however, we an~ only cOllcerned with 
the third step; contact inleractioll. 

2.1 Contact Interaction 

Once the possibilily of contact betw(,(,ll discrelt· bodies is detected, another method has 
to be used to satisfy the impenetrability cOllditioll of llle bodies. Tl\(· penalty nwthod is 
probably the most appropriate schell Ie for adoptillg into all explicit contact analysis. In 
this method, penetration of the cOlltaclor object ili W:H'd to establish the cOlltact forces 
belween colltacLi IIg 01>jects at. allY gi Wit t.i 111(' (Se(' Figlll"(' ;l). 
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Figure 2: A general node to face contact algorithm. 
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Figure 3: Contact force based on impenetrability. 

The spatial version of the weak form of the dynamic boundary value problem for any 
admissible displacement variation Ju may be defined as 

J€(u):O'(u)dv+j &u·pudv = j Ju./bOdYdv+j &u·rUrfda.+j 8g(u)·rondaj n n n r.. r< 
(1) 

where 0' is the Cauchy stress tensor, € is the strain tensor, u is the displacement vector, 
while g represents the contact gap vector corresponding to a penalty formulation of contact 
interaction. Standard finite c1emellt discrctisation of the variational form (2) results in the 
discrete set of algebraic time dependent equations which may be expressed in component 
form as 13, 4J: 

(2) 


where k = 71, I and ix, y, and u: is the i-component of t.he displacement vector at node 
5, g = (gn,gt) is the relative motion (gap) vector, and r is the contact force vector over 
the contact area AC, 

(3) 
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C (4)U = = [~n ~J [~: ]Q g 

where Q is the penalty term matrix. The contact force has to be distributed to the target 
and the contactor nodes. 

Material Model 

The imminence of material failure is monitored by the orthotropic Hoffman criterion, 
where a geometric yield surface is constructed from three tensile strengths aT, three 
compressive strengths ac, and three shear strengths as. It may be defined as: 

(5) 


where the projection matrix P, and the projection vector p are defined based on the nine 
material yield strengths and a normalispd yi(·ld strength iJ (see Schellekens ct al. [5]), and 
It is a softening/hardening parameter. 

4 Crack Propagation 

Forming a crack is followed hy f(·leasillg energy and redistl'i\mlillg the forces which caused 
the initiation of the crack. If this proceulII'c happens immediately after occurrence of a 
crack, it will lead to inaccurate solutions, and more importantly, to results tha.t strongly 
depend 011 the size of the fillite elements used in the analysis. 

Having recognised the serious limitatioll of stress-ba.sed softening faifun' criteria, we could 
move to methods directly involving fracture mechanics. All alternative procedure, pio
neered by Hilleborg et at., is to introduce a softening stress-strain relationship which is 
related to the fracture energy. In this way, fracture mechanics is indirectly introduced [6J. 
In the following, hoth methods for con~idering the load transfer ill cracked regions will be 
examined 

4.1 Fracture Mechanics 

In this method, a complex mixed Illode fracture, including llIodes /, / /, and even / / / 
may be simultaneously activated. A simple criterion that goVt'rIlS crack growth could he 
presented by a linear interpolation of til!' ellergy rt'ieas(' rates of all three modes [7]. 

However, since this method r<'quires it re-analysh; of the whole model in each step, it is 
not suitable for an explicit dynamic analysis of multiple cra<:k problcllIs adopted in this 
study. It is certainly 1I0t applicable in highly progressive fradmillg and fragmentation 
processes [8J. 
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4.2 Strain Softening Model 

The main concept is the assumption that the fracture energy release G" is a material 
property (fracture tOllghness) rather thal1 a local stress-strain curve. The implementation 
of the 0, = COllSt. concept, leads to the ill1portant conclllsion that the local strain
softening law d<'l)('nd~ 011 a fracturing zOlle with characl.crizat.'ioll length, Ie, depending on 
the finite dement. mesh. 

One 1Il0del t.hat providcs a simple- approach to localization zonc' silllulat.ioll is t.he bilillcar 
Rankine softelling pl(\!>licit.y mode" [I) (See Figmc 4). 

o hactwu IndlC::ltof 
f----- ~----~-------; 

G f f,actur( Ent'fCY 

i: 

Figure 4: Fracture energy softening model. 

The fracture ene-rgy release is derined as the integral of t.he area under the softening branch 
of I.he st.re-ss-straiu curve . 

r, 

r , r. 

(6) 


where /t is the tensile strength and {u and (,' are the tensile fracture and ultimate strains 
respectively, and Ie is the characteristic length. The introduction of the characteristic 
lengt.lI, Ie, is a result of expressing the fradllre ellergy of a smeared crack model by a 
discrete crack model (Figure 5). The fracture energy G, for a discrete crack of width w 
can be e'xpressed as 

<1. 

IIIIIIIIII~ 

I. 

Figure rl: Discrete and smeared crack models. 

(7) 


while for a smeared crack model, tV is smeared· across the width Ie 

-f 
9, - Un d{cr (8) 
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where (er is the equivalent crack strain smeared over Ie 

cr W(; =- (9)
Ie 

Therefore, (8), (7) with the help of (9) gives, 

(10) 


which is equivalent to (6) for the adopted strain softening model. n general, Ie is contained 
within one element, however the stress state that causes the crack in the discrete crack 
model is inclined to the local axis of the finite element, and therefore, the characteristic 
length will not be the finite element width. lienee, as a close approximation, it may be 
defined based on the area A, or the volume of the fractured clement, V, !9] 

for 2D 

for 3D 

(11 ) 


The softening modulus is then defined as 

(12) 


The position of the stress point on the softenillg branch, or the value of the fracture indi
cator (Figure 4), could be used as a measure, beiug compared to a predefined maximmn 
value, to quantify the level of material damage for different regions. 

4.2.1 Higher Modes of Fracture 

There have been enormous contribution to the literature reporting on the effects of dif
ferent fracture modes on the crack growth due to various loading conditions [10, 11]. 

The simplest mixed mode of fractuf(~ i~ a linear combination of the separate modes, 

(0.-) + (Gil) = 1 (13) 
Gel Gell 

where G is the energy release rate, and Gc is the fracture toughness of the material. The 
general form of the mixed model, may then be expressed as 

(14) 


The linear model is achieved by a = 2, and a = 4 leads to the quadratic mixed model. 

A damage mechanics model [6] is required to establish the evolution of the stress strain 
relationship. For the purpose of implementation in a finite element code, a damage model 
proposed by Mi et al. [12] is adopt('d, which can be written as 
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· (15) 

where iT and ( denote stress and strain (or traction and rclativ(' displacement) along the 
intt.'rfM:c with opening 1II0de I and slwaring modc' II .. r('spcctivcly, 

( 16)iT = { :// } 

i. = { «// } (17) 

and Eo is a diagollal stilflless matrix of I.h(' interface layer 

(18) 

and thc mafrix F takes tlJ(! form of 

F Ihay [-~] (19) 
(.. (/ 

when' i" (It and (/ are illustrat(,d ill Figurt, 1\. 'Flw scalar" ill eqllal.ioll (15) is defined as 

-\ (20) 

Damaging is assumed to Offur for I\. > 0, an() the material is (;onsidered 1J0t to take any 
load whclI the Dii t.erms ('x(.'eed Ull it. 

It ha.') been analytically shown that the linear mixed mode formulation is satisfied if 

(,/ = (,/1 

(21) 

which implies a proportional straining. It has been proposed that a be left as a user 
parameter, which can take non-integer values between 2 and 4 to obtain an interaction 
relationship lying between a linear and a quadratic mixed mode [12J. 

4.3 Crack Direction 

For material fracture, the gcnral anisotropic Tsai-Wu or Hoffman criteria do not provide 
any information regarding the crack direction. A simple popular method is according to 
the maximum prillcipal stress (or strain) direction which can be similarly adopted ill 3D 
applications 

A far more sophisticated method for determining the crack direction is the so called 
acoustic tensor method, which was initially established for wave propagation problem in 
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Figure 6: Weighted averaging of the fa.i1ure illdicalor and the crack dirpction for a failed 
point. 

solids. In this method, it IS proved that the discontilluity pJall(' salisfies U\(, acoustic 
tensor equation, 

ddQ = det (n· Dd . 1l) = 0 (22) 

where Q is often referred to as the acoust.ic or characterist.ic kllsor, D,-/ is tilt' elastorlastic 
consistellt tallgent matrix, alld the orielltation of til(' discolltilluity plall(, is described by 
the normal n. The closed form solutioll Illay ollly be dpriv('d for two dilllcllsiollal prohh~ms 
and a simple iterative approadl is required to solV{' equatioll {22} for n [LIJ. 

4.4 Remeshil1g Technique 

Material fracture may result in the creation of new discrete bodies which are in COli tact by 
friction interaction with lIeighbouring bodies. A special relllesilillg algoritllll1 is adopted 
to maintain compatibility t'OlI<iitiollS in Ilcwly fractured regions. 

The failure indicator and the crack direction for each iudividual dement are evaluated 
from the material softening model. A weighted averaging scheme is thell used to evaluate 
both the failure indicator and the average crack dircctioll of each node. Figure 6 illustrates 
this scheme for a two dimensional problem. 

The next step is to geometrically 1'('(>r(>s('lIt the (Tack ami perfOl'fIl til(' !H'C('SSilry split, sep
aration ~Ild the remcshillg processes. Figure 7 represents the·two dilll<'lIsioll.al rcmeshing 
algorithm which comprises rour steps: splitting the elelIH'ut, separatillg the failt'd nodes, 
creating new remeshing nodes, and dividillg uncrarked clements to enforce compatibility 
at new nodes. Adopting this local rellleshing algorithm will provide a relatively finer 
mesh in the fractured region and prevents the distortion of the clements in tbis region, 
improving the finite element approximation of the analysis. 
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New node 

Di",ide uncrackcd clement 
for compatibility at new node 

Crack 

Figure 7: Re1l1cshing scheme for modelling of fracture at a failed point. 

5 Numerical Simulations 

The author and his colleagues have pn>viously published a number of papers verifying 
the method and providing several tlllllICricaJ simulations 12, 3, 14J. In this section the 
results of two other interesting dYllamic rraduring problems are provided. Due to the 
limitiations on the lellgth or the paper, ror ot.her details sec rcferenees [14, 2]. 

5.1 Penetration of a luissile into a ceral1llC plate 

In this lest, a missile is fired agaitlst n. ceramic.plat.e and penetrates through the plate. 
Figure 8 illustrates the crack patterns wit.hin t.he plate in different timesteps. This simu
lation is usually used in testing bullet proof devic('s. 

~1•. 
'~'I . 

I 
_.J 

Figure 8: Progressive fracturing in a structure impacted by a high velocity bullet. 
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5.2 Demolition of a chimney tower due to a base explosion 

Detonating a small mass of explosive material has cuased progressive fragmentation in a 
classic chimney tower as illustrated in Figure 9. Here, a gas-solid interaction algorithm 
is also used to allow for accurate modelling of variable gas pressure during the explosioll 
and large deformation of the structure. The details of the method is out of scope of this 
paper and will be provided separately. 

0.000 0.200 ~ .. 

leal time • 1 L200 lui D.mC" 10.400 

Figure 9: DClllolition of a chimney tower :mhjected to explosive loading. 

Conclusions 

The combined finite/discrete d('lllellt has proved to be all efficient algorithm for dealing 
with multi-fracture and fragmclltationl)JIocesses, which frc'Iu(,lItiy arise from impact load
ings Oil structures. An alternatillg digital tree lllelhod is adopted to reduce the extensive 
numerical costs of the contact detectioll phase. A local remeshing schemc is introduced 
for geometric modelling of th(~ cracks, which phlYH an important role in avoiding the ex
cess distortions of the finite elements ill tlte vicillity of cracks. Numerical simulations of 
practical problems hav(' Iwcll used to assess the lwrform<tnce of the method. 
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